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Practical design advice from House Doctor Nadia Sakey

Kitchen store wars - 
max out the minimal 

Clients without the funds to invest in a new kitchen often ask me 
how they can maximise the storage space they have, complaining 
that the lack of it was the cause of their frustrations.  There are 
a great many tricks and creative tips to maximise storage space. 
However, if there is anything I have learnt as an experienced House 
Doctor it is that size is not always the issue, very often it's the 
inefficient planning of the available space that is to blame. 

Like with all problems, the issue needs to be assessed and not 
assumed. Note that there is no one solution either, we all have 
different lifestyles, needs and budgets, but understanding the 
basics in kitchen workflows and ergonomics will help you to 
evaluate your real issues within the space 
and then you can create a resolve that will 
work for you.

Today, a functional kitchen is determined 
by the workflow triangle, the proximity of 
the key work stations (hob, sink and fridge/
food storage) to one another. There are 
national guidelines to the ideal distance 
between each station. Once this has been 
determined in modern kitchen design, 
storage requirements are worked out by 
how you use the space and this is different 
for each user. Essentially, items related to 
the specific task area are placed within 
arm’s reach. 

For instance, (if you are right handed), deep draws to the left of 
your hob space are ideal for storing your pots and pans and to the 
right a slim pull out spice rack for oils, sauces and herbs. Cooking 
utensils will also be close to hand, perhaps in a slim draw above the 
pots or hanging from a bar along the splashback. Lesser used items 
should be stored further away from the key task areas, your rice 
cooker or bread maker for instance. 

Imagine using your kitchen effortlessly, what needs to be at reach 
at each station? In what direction do your tasks flow?  So before 
you splash out on more storage, first assess whether you are using 
the available space around the key task areas to store the related, 
frequently used items.  Wipe the canvas clean if you have to and 
reorganise but start with a good edit and purge!  We really don’t 
need half the things we collect in our kitchen, be honest, six frying 
pans, 20 wooden spoons and a million plastic containers - really? 
Live simply, only keep what you really need and place the items 
you rarely use elsewhere. De-cluttering is liberating. 

The next step is to look at the space you do have and how it is 
configured to store the items you need in it; do you have more 
cupboards than draws? What available wall space do you have? 
Do you have enough bench space? Cupboards are usually quite 
inefficient storage as you end up with a lot of wasted space in the 
height. Consider the space your cupboards claim and whether you 
can replace them with a bank of draws that can store 1/3 more!

If you can’t replace the cupboard, simply fit the cupboard out with 
roll out draw shelves.  If you are showing a little wall and have 
enough bench space for prepping food, consider a tall floor to ceiling 
cabinet with pull-out draws, ideal for a pantry. If you don’t have 

enough bench space, can you add a mobile unit 
that can be stored away or pushed to the side 
and wheeled into action when needed? Check 
your “dead space” too, dropping your toe kick 
can give you an extra draw or why not create a 
hatch for oven trays within the toe kick? Think 
differently, think vertical; dowel rods allow you 
to stack plates and platters more efficiently on 
shelves and narrow spaces. 

After reorganising your storage, you can look at 
how you can maximize efficiencies within the 
space. Technology and innovation in kitchen 
design that is centred around universal design 
means that we are spoilt for choice in the 

hardware and organizational accessories available today.  I know 
it’s going a little OCD but life gets so much easier when there is a 
place for everything and everything has its place.

Draw systems today offer interchangeable rails and dividers 
for maximum organisation, there are even options to conceal a 
secondary slim draw within a draw, perfect for organising cutlery.  
Awkward corner cupboards and under sink cavities are no longer 
a useless waste of space with the boundless options that swing 
or spin right out allowing you to use and access every available 
space. Overhead cabinets need not be half empty or inaccessible 
with tandem swivel pull-outs or ez-down storage systems which 
allow the individual to pull the contents of the shelves down 
towards them. Whatever you choose, flexibility and visibility is key 
to efficiency. Stored items need to be visible and accessible and 
storage/organisational systems adjustable to accommodate the 
requirement.

Adequate storage is not about having more storage; it’s about 
having efficient storage.  

"Imagine using your 
kitchen effortlessly, 
what needs to be at 

reach at each station? In 
what direction do your 

tasks flow?"

Many of us don't have the luxury of a large designer 
kitchen to effortlessly turn out the most impressive 
of culinary delights.  In fact, if you have inherited an 
original old home in its original state, it's likely you have 
inherited a small kitchen too.
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